SELECTIVE ACQUISITIONS LIST

January 2018

Christianity and Law

Christianity and Family Law: An Introduction
BR115.L28 C478 2017

Diplomatic Negotiations in International Disputes

Winning Together: The Natural Resource Negotiation Playbook
KZ6047.V47 2017

Electronic Surveillance

Beyond Snowden: Privacy, Mass Surveillance, and the Struggle to Reform the NSA
KF1262.E34 2017

Electronic Trading of Securities

Securities Regulation in Cyberspace, 4th ed.
KF1070.F75 2018

Employees

Employee Dismissal Law and Practice, 6th ed.
KF3471.P47 2018

Federal Government

Rights and Entrenchment: The Counterrevolution Against Federal Litigation
Industrial Accidents

*Dying to Work: Death and Injury in the American Workplace*

Labor Unions

*Labor Union Law and Regulation, 2nd ed.*

Law--Study and Teaching

*Experiential Education in the Law School Curriculum*

Life Insurance

Lawrence Brody and Donald O. Jansen. ABA, Section Real Property, Trust & Estate Law, c2017.

Military Law

*The Evolution of U.S. Military Policy from the Constitution to the Present*

Secession

*Secession on Trial: The Treason Prosecution of Jefferson Davis*
Segregation in Education

*Justice Robert H. Jackson’s Unpublished Opinion in Brown v. Board*
KF228.B76 O27 2017

Treaties

*Supreme Law of the Land?: Debating the Contemporary Effects of Treaties within the United States Legal System*
KF4989.S87 2017
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February 2018

**Aeronautics**

*A Handbook on Aviation Law*
George McKeegan and William Ranieri. ABA, Section of Litigation, c2017.
KF2400.M35 2017

**Bail**

*The Bail Book: A Comprehensive Look at Bail in America’s Criminal Justice System*
KF9632.B38 2018

**Church Tax**

*Taxing the Church: Religion, Exemptions, Entanglement, and the Constitution*
KF6442.Z45 2017

**Civil Procedure**

*Civil Procedure in Focus*
KF8840.C585 2018 (Reserve)

**Constitutional History**

*The Heart of the Constitution: How the Bill of Rights became the Bill of Rights*
KF4749.M325 2018

**Constitutional Law**

*Scalia v. Scalia: Opportunistic Textualism in Constitutional Interpretation*
KF8745.S33 L36 2017
Corporation Law

Can Delaware be Dethroned?: Evaluating Delaware’s Dominance of Corporate Law
KF1414.A2 C36 2018

Depositions

Cross Examination for Depositions
KF8920.D63 2017

Electronic Commerce

Electronic Payment Systems: Law and Emerging Technologies
Edward A. Morse, ed. ABA, Business Law Section, c2018.
KF1030.E4 E424 2018

Electronic Surveillance

Being Watched: Legal Challenges to Government Surveillance
KF5399.V44 2017

Families of Military Personnel

Military Family Law
Patricia D. Shewmaker and Steven P. Shewmaker. LexisNexis, c2017.
KF390.M55 S54 2017

Freedom of Religion

When Religious and Secular Interests Collide: Faith, Law, and the Religious Exemption Debate
KF4783.M47 2017

Medical Care
KF3608.A4 F76 2018

Minorities

The U.S. Supreme Court and Racial Minorities: Two Centuries of Judicial Review on Trial
KF8742.G652 2017

Practice of Law

Lawyers, Clients & Narrative: A Framework for Law Students and Practitioners
KF300.G76 2017

The Millennial Lawyer: How Your Firm Can Motivate and Retain Young Associates
John P. Box, Jr. ABA Law Practice Division, c2018.
KF300.B69 2018

Tomorrow’s Lawyers: An Introduction to Your Future, 2nd ed.
K120.S87 2017

Sports

The Oxford Handbook of American Sports Law
KF3989.M325 2018

Taxation

Complete Analysis of the Tax Cuts and Jobs Act: An Act to Provide for Reconciliation Pursuant to Titles II and V of the Concurrent Resolution on the Budget for Fiscal Year 2018
Thompson Reuters/Tax & Accounting, c2017.
KF6276.62017 .C66 2017

Trial Practice
Basic Advocacy and Litigation in a Technological Age: Traditional and Innovative Trial Practice in a Changing World
KF8915.L39 2017

Demonstratives: Definitive Treatise on Visual Persuasion
KF8967.B45 2017

Witnesses

Mastering the Art of Preparing Witnesses
James M. Miller, ed. ABA, Solo, Small Firm and General Practice Division, c2017.
KF8950.F76 2017
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March 2018

Antitrust Law

*Antitrust Class Actions Handbook, 2nd ed.*
ABA, Section of Antitrust Law, c2018.
KF1652.A488 2018

Building Laws

*Building Design and Construction Hazards, 2nd ed.*
KF5701.M32 2018

Capital Punishment

*Deadly Justice: A Statistical Portrait of the Death Penalty*
KF9227.C2 B379 2018

*Intellectual Disability and the Death Penalty: Current Issues and Controversies*
Marc J. Tasse and John H. Blume. ABC-CLIO, c2018.
KF9227.C2 T37 2018

Civil Rights Lawyers

*We Face the Dawn: Oliver Hill, Spottswood Robinson, and the Legal Team that Dismantled Jim Crow*
KF4155.E33 2018

Discrimination in Justice Administration

*Enhancing Justice: Reducing Bias*
Sarah E. Redfield, ed. ABA, Judicial Division, c2017.
KF384.E446 2017
Gun Control

The Second Amendment and Gun Control: Freedom, Fear, and the American Constitution
Kevin Yuill and Joe Street, eds. Routledge, c2018. KF3941.S43 2018

Hate Speech

Must we Defend Nazis?: Why the First Amendment Should not Protect Hate Speech and White Supremacy

Jury Selection

Jury Selection Handbook: The Nuts and Bolts of Effective Jury Selection

Law—Study and Teaching

The Doctrine-Skills Divide: Legal Education’s Self-inflicted Wound

Neurosciences

The Moral Conflict of Law and Neuroscience
Peter A. Alces. The University of Chicago Press, c2018. K487.S3 A85 2018

Slavery

Supreme Injustice: Slavery in the Nation’s Highest Court
Paul Finkelman. Harvard University Press, c2018. KF4545.S5 F567 2018

Trial Practice
Stephen D. Easton. ABA, Section of Litigation, c2018.
KF8961.E17 2018

Oral Advocacy: Style and Substance
KF8870.C65 2017

United States Supreme Court

Law and Legitimacy in the Supreme Court
KF8748.F284 2018
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April 2018

Circuit Courts

The Role of Circuit Courts in the Formation of United States Law in the Early Republic: Following Supreme Court Justices Washington, Livingston, Story, and Thompson
KF8750.L96 2018

Drone Aircraft

KF2406.R38 2017

European Union

The Law & Politics of Brexit
HC240.25 .G7 L38 2017

Feminist Jurisprudence

Ruth Bader Ginsburg’s Legacy of Dissent: Feminist Rhetoric and the Law
Katie L. Gibson. The University of Alabama Press, c2018.
KF8745.G56 G53 2018

Freedom of Religion

Law and International Religious Freedom: The Rise and Decline of the American Model
KF4650.A328 1998 A5613 2018

Freedom of Speech
Liberal Suppression: Section 501 (c) (3) and the Taxation of Speech
KF4772.H35 2018

**Jury Ethics**

KF8980.M35 2017

**Legal Ethics**

Giving Voice to Values in the Legal Profession: Effective Advocacy with Integrity
KF306.P56 2018

**Medical Care**

What is mHealth?
Covington & Burling, LLP, ed. ABA, Health Law Section, c2017.
KF3826.T45 B76 2017

**Mental Health Courts**

A Court of Refuge: Stories from the Bench of America’s First Mental Health Court
KF3828.5 .L47 2018

**Patent Suits**

Patent Neutral: Expanding Use of ADR for Settlement of Patent Disputes at the PTAB
KF3155.N49 2018

**Solo Law Practice**

Solo Lawyer by Design: A Plan for Success in any Practice
Trademark Infringement

A Breakout Role: Blocking Cross-Border Infringement with the Lanham Act
KF3193.A33 L34 2018

United States Supreme Court

Ethics and Accountability on the U.S. Supreme Court: An Analysis of Recusal Practices
KF8748.H86 2017

Vocational Rehabilitation

The Winning Edge: A Handbook for Testifying Vocational Experts
KF8961.S68 2018
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May 2018

Blockchains

*Blockchain and the Law: The Rule of Code*
Primavera De Filippi and Aaron Wright. Harvard University Press, c2018.
QA76.9 .D32 D44 2018

Civil Rights

*The Greatest and the Grandest Act: The Civil Rights Act of 1866 from Reconstruction to Today*
KF4558 14th .G74 2018

Custody of Children

KF505.5 .B46 2018

Evidence

*Finding the Truth in the Courtroom: Dealing with Deception, Lies, and Memories*
K5490.F56 2018

Indians of North America

*American Indian History on Trial: Historical Expertise in Tribal Litigation*
E. Richard Hart. The University of Utah Press, c2018.
KF8205.H37 2018

Law Firms

*Death of a Law Firm: Staying Strong in the Global Legal Market*
KF318.B67 2017

**Law—Political Aspects**

*Legal Reasoning and Political Conflict, 2nd ed.*  
K213.S86 2018

**Law—Texas**

*America’s Lone Star Constitution: How Supreme Court Cases from Texas Shape the Nation*  
KFT1278.P68 2018

**Lawyers—Malpractice**

*When Lawyers Screw Up: Improving Access to Justice for Legal Malpractice Victims*  
KF313.K75 2018

**Legal Research**

*International Legal Research in a Global Community*  
KZ1234.K84 2018

**Marketing**

*LinkedIn Marketing Techniques for Law and Professional Practices*  
Marc W. Halpert. ABA, Solo, Small Firm and General Practice Division, c2017.  
KF316.5 .H35 2017

**Products Liability**

*Drug and Device Product Liability Litigation Strategy, 2nd ed.*  
KF8925.P7 H47 2018
Public Contracts

KF850.L56 2017

Race Discrimination

Litigating Across the Color Line: Civil Cases Between Black and White Southerners from the End of Slavery to Civil Rights
KF4757.M49 2018

United States Supreme Court

The Justice of Contradictions: Antonin Scalia and the Politics of Disruption
KF8745.S33 H37 2018

Scalia Speaks: Reflections on Law, Faith, and Life Well Lived
KF213.S32 S32 2017

To Face Down Dixie: South Carolina’s War on the Supreme Court in the Age of Civil Rights
KF8742.H43 2017
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June 2018

Capital Punishment

Foreigners on America’s Death Rows: The Legal Combat over Access to a Consul
KF9227.C2 Q84 2018

Civil Procedure

Lawsuits in a Market Economy: The Evolution of Civil Litigation
KF8896.Y435 2018

Copyright

DMCA Handbook for Online Service Providers, Websites, and Copyright Owners, 2nd ed.
KF3030.1 .M33 2018

Freedom of Religion

Free Exercise of Religion and the United States Constitution: The Supreme Court’s Challenge
KF4783.S76 2018

The Rhetoric of Religious Freedom in the United States
KF4783.R44 2018

Genetic Screening

KF9666.5 .C88 2018
**Hospital Mergers**

*Health Care Mergers and Acquisitions Handbook, 2nd ed.*
ABA Section of Antitrust Law, c2018.
KF3827.A58 H43 2018

**Jury Selection**

*Mastering Voir Dire and Jury Selection: Gain an Edge in Questioning and Selecting Your Jury, 4th ed.*
Jeffrey T. Frederick. ABA Solo, Small Firm and General Practice Division, c2018.
KF8979.F73 2018 (Reserve)

**Land Use**

*Land Use Planning and Development Regulation Law (Hornbook), 4th ed.*
KF5692.J84 2018 (Reserve)

**Law Firms**

Larry Port and Dave Maxfield. ABA Law Practice Division, c2018.
KF318.P67 2018

**Legal Research**

*Fastcase: The Definitive Guide*
Brian Huddleston. ABA Law Practice Division, c2018.
KF242.A1 H833 2018

**Macintosh**

Brett Burney and Tom Lambotte. ABA Law Practice Division, c2018.
KF320.A9 B87 2018

**Microsoft Office**
Microsoft Office 365 for Lawyers: A Practical Guide to Options and Implementation, 2nd ed.
Ben M. Schorr. ABA Law Practice Division, c2018.
KF320.A9 S367 2018

National Security

Ernest Abbott and Otto J. Hetzel, eds. ABA Section of State and Local Government Law, c2018.
KF4850.L44 2018

Online Social Networks

Handbook on Global Social Media Law for Business Lawyers
John Isaza and Valerie Surgenor, eds. ABA Business Law Section, c2017.
KF390.5 .C6 H36 2017

Practice of Law

Dennis Kennedy and Tom Mighell. ABA Law Practice Division, c2018.
KF320.A9 K46 2018

Publicity

The Right of Publicity: Privacy Reimagined for a Public World
KF1262.R68 2018

Sexual Harassment

Zero Tolerance: Best Practices for Combating Sex-based Harassment in the Legal Profession
Wendi S. Lazar, et al., eds. ABA Commission on Women in the Profession, c2018.
KF3467.Z47 2018
Sports Lawyers

*How to Play the Game: What Every Sports Attorney Needs to Know, 2nd ed.*
KF299.S66 H45 2018

Taxation

*God and the IRS: Accommodating Religious Practice in United States Tax Law*
KF6449.B78 2018

Witnesses

*Reinventing Witness Preparation: Unlocking the Secrets for Testimonial Success*
Kenneth R. Berman. ABA Section of Litigation, c2018.
KF8950.B47 2018

Women Lawyers

*Stories from Trailblazing Women Lawyers: Lives in the Law*
KF299.W6 N65 2018
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July 2018

Agriculture

The Law of Agricultural Land Preservation in the United States
Thomas L. Daniels and John C. Keene. ABA Section of Real Property, Trust, and Estate Law, c2018.
KF1686.D36 2018

Child Labor

Child Labor in America: The Epic Struggle to Protect Children
KF3552.F55 2018

Drug Courts

Drug Courts and the Criminal Justice System
KF3890.D7757 2018

Emotional Intelligence

Lawyering from the Inside Out: Learning Professional Development Through Mindfulness and Emotional Intelligence
KF300.M37 2018

Government Purchasing

The False Claims Act and Government Contracts: The Intersection of Federal Government Contracts, Administrative Law, and Civil Fraud
KF849.A2 F357 2017

Habeas Corpus
Making Habeas Work: A Legal History
KF9011.F745 2018

Insider Trading

Fairness, Inc.: The Origins (and Billion-dollar Bonuses) of Rule 10b-5 as America’s Insider Trading Prohibition
KF1073.I5 C59 2018

Insider Trading: Law, Ethics, and Reform
KF1073.I5 A95 2018

Insurance Law

Captive Insurance Deskbook for the Business Lawyer
David J. Slenn, ed. ABA Business Law Section, c2018.
KF1164.A2 C36 2018

Judicial Review

KF4575.N45 2018

Jury Selection

Mastering Voir Dire and Jury Selection, Supplemental Juror Questionnaires
Jeffrey T. Frederick. ABA Solo, Small Firm and General Practice Division, c2018.
KF8979.F734 2018 (Reserve)

Juvenile Justice

Dilemma of Duties: The Conflicted Role of Juvenile Defenders
KF9646.C665 2018
Rights, Race, and Reform: 50 Years of Child Advocacy in the Juvenile Justice System
KF9779.R54 2018

Practice of Law

The American Legal Profession: The Myths and Realities of Practicing Law
KF300.B35 2018

Sex Discrimination in Education

The Transformation of Title IX: Regulating Gender Equality in Education
LC213.2 .M45 2018
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August 2018

**Bribery**

*Business Bribes: Corporate Corruption and the Courts*
Cecil C. Kuhne, III. ABA Solo Small Firm and General Practice Division, c2017. KF9351.K84 2017

**Domestic Relations**

*How to Build and Manage a Family Law Practice, 2nd ed.*
Mark A. Chinn. ABA Section of Family Law, c2018. KF300.C455 2018

**Estate Planning**

L. Rush Hunt and Lara Rae Hunt. ABA Solo, Small Firm and General Practice Division, c2018. KF750.H85 2018

**Executive Power**

*The Collision of Political and Legal Time: Foreign Affairs and the Supreme Court’s Transformation of Executive Authority*

**Gerrymandering**

*Gerrymandering: A Guide to Congressional Redistricting, Dark Money, and the U.S. Supreme Court*

**Nonprofit Organizations**
Nonprofit Organizations Law: A Legal Research Guide
KF1388.A1 A954 2018

Practice of Law

Mindful Lawyering: The Key to Creative Problem Solving
KF300.V55 2018

Trial Practice

The Little Book on Oral Argument, 2nd ed.
KF8870.D89 2018

White Collar Crimes

White Collar Crime (Hornbook) 2nd ed.
KF9350.P629 2018 (Reserve)
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September 2018

Administrative Procedure

Contemporary Regulatory Policy, 3rd ed.
KF5411.E58 2018

Cornelius M. Kerwin and Scott R. Furlong. CQ Press, c2019.
KF5411.K47 2019

Appellate Procedure

KF9052.E39 2018

Business Failures

The Law of Failure: A Tour Through the Wilds of American Business Insolvency Law
KF1539.L93 2018

Citizenship

Anchor Babies and the Challenge of Birthright Citizenship
JK1759.C6 2017

Evidence

Elizabeth Masters Fraley, et al. NITA, c2018.
KFT1740.A4349 P69 2018 Reserve
Impeachments

KF5075.Z9 B55 2018

Judicial Error

*When Justice Fails: Causes and Consequences of Wrongful Convictions*
HV9950.N67 2018

Leadership

*Dangerous Leaders: How and Why Lawyers Must Be Taught to Lead*
KF298.T46 2018

Legal Composition

KF250.C68 2018

Legal Ethics

*Legal Ethics, Professional Responsibility, and the Legal Profession (Hornbook)*
KF306.S57 2018

Legislative Bodies

*Senate Procedure and Practice, 4th ed.*
KF4982.G65 2018

Reporters and Reporting

*Journalism under Fire: Protecting the Future of Investigative Reporting*
**Terrorism**

*Law’s Wars: The Fate of the Rule of Law in the US “War on Terror”*

**Trademark Infringement**

*Trademark Infringement Remedies*
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October 2018

Cancer

*Cancer Rights Law: An Interdisciplinary Approach*
Monica Fawzy Bryant and Joanna Fawzy Morales. ABA Health Law Section, c2018. KF3470.5 .B79 2018

Children

*Representing Children in Dependency and Family Court: Beyond the Law*
Rebecca M Stahl and Philip M. Stahl. ABA Section of Family Law, c2018. KF3735.S67 2018

Communication

*Foolproof: The Art of Communication for Lawyers and Professionals, 2nd ed.*

Constitutional Law

*Advanced Introduction to Comparative Constitutional Law, 2nd ed.*

Depositions

*The Effective Deposition: Techniques and Strategies that Work, 5th ed.*

Freedom of Speech

*Free Speech on Campus*
Hazardous Substances

KF3958.N49 2017

Housing Subsidies

Practitioner’s Guide to Project-based Vouchers: A Successor to the Beginner’s Guide
Sarah Molseed and Julie S. McGovern. ABA Forum on Affordable Housing and Community Development Law, c2018.
KF5735.M654 2018

Impeachments

To End a Presidency: The Power of Impeachment
KF5075.T75 2018

Judges

Recusal and Disqualification of Judges: For Cause Motions, Preemptory Challenges, and Appeals
KF8861.F621 2018

Mortgage Loans

Practitioner’s Guide to Secondary Financing in FHA Programs
Kathie Soroka, et al. ABA Forum on Affordable Housing and Community Development Law, c2018.
KF5735.P65 2018

National Security

Parenting

Parenting Plans: Meeting the Challenges with Facts and Analysis
Daniel J. Hynan. ABA Section of Family Law, c2018.
KF547.H97 2018

Trial Practice

Trying Cases: Promise, Prove, and Persuade: A Manual for Law Students and Young Lawyers
KF8915.Z43 2018

United States Supreme Court

The Supreme Court: An Essential History, 2nd ed.
KF8742.Z9 H67 2018

What Justices Want: Goals and Personality on the US Supreme Court
KF8748.H357 2018

Wildlife Crimes

Exploiting the Wilderness: An Analysis of Wildlife Crime
K3525.W37 2017
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November 2018

Admiralty

Admiralty and Maritime Law, 6th ed. Hornbook
KF1104.S36 2019 (Reserve)

Bankruptcy

Shayna Steinfeld and Bruce Steinfeld. ABA Section of Family Law, c2018.
KF1535.D58 S74 2018

Cell Phones

Cell Phone Distraction, Human Factors, and Litigation, 2nd ed.
KF2780.S65 2018

Commercial Leases

Commercial Leases for Restaurants and Franchise Operations
Mark Dall and Noble C. Hatfield. ABA Section of Real Property, Trust & Estate Law, c2018.
KF593.C6 D35 2018

Electronic Evidence

The Trial Presentation Companion: A Step-by-step Guide to Presenting Electronic Evidence in the Courtroom
Shannon Lex Bales. NITA, c2018.
KF8947.5 .B35 2018 (Reserve)

Health Facilities

What is … CHOW?
Ari J. Markenson and Tammy Ward Woffenden. ABA Health Law Section, c2018. KF3825.1 .M37 2018

**Insurance Law**

_The Handbook on Additional Insureds, 2nd ed._
Michael Menapace, et al., eds. ABA Tort Trial & Insurance Practice, c2018. KF1170.A33 H36 2018

_Resolving Insurance Claim Disputes Before Trial_
Timothy Penn and Judith Goodman, eds. ABA Tort Trial & Insurance Practice, c2018. KF1164.R48 2018

**Intellectual Property**

_**Intellectual Property and Technology Due Diligence**_
Lacy Kolo. ABA Section of Intellectual Property Law, c2018. KF2979.K65 2018

**Judicial Power**

_Independence Corrupted: How America’s Judges Make Their Decisions_
Charles B. Schudson. The University of Wisconsin Press, c2018. KF8775.S383 2018

**Mental Health Laws**

_Representing People with Mental Disabilities_
Elizabeth Kelley, ed. American Bar Association, c2018. KF9240.R47 2018

**Plea Bargaining**

_Confronting Underground Justice: Reinventing Plea Bargaining for Effective Criminal Justice Reform_

**Practice of Law**
Legal Upheaval: A Guide to Creativity, Collaboration, and Innovation in Law
KF318.D47 2018

Small Business

Advising the Small Business: Forms and Advice for the Legal Practitioner, 3rd ed.
Jean L. Batman. ABA Solo, Small Firm and General Practice Division, c2018.
KF1659.B38 2018

United States Foreign Relations

KF4651.R47 2018 (Reserve)

United States Supreme Court

American Justice 2018: The Shifting Supreme Court
KF8742.R84 2018

Ruth Bader Ginsburg: A Life
KF8745.G56 D44 2018